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• US Department of Labour

• Cross-sectional database

• Occupation-level information on tasks and skills

• ‘Green’ jobs and ‘green’ tasks

• ‘Similar’ jobs
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Green Rival: 
Retail salesperson

Source: presentermedia.com

Green ID: 
Customer service 

representative

Green ES: 
Truck driver

Green NE: 
Transportation 

planner
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‘Somewhat’ green

Some tasks are unique to green jobs…

But green and non-green jobs share a significant proportion of tasks 
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Transition Green ID Green ES Green NE

Green Rival to Green 0.076 0.077 0.064

Green to Green 0.074 0.073 0.073

‘Skill distance’ between occupations = average difference (in absolute terms) 
between the importance (on a scale of 1-5) of 6 broad task categories

E.g. Skill distance of 1/6 (0.17) = task categories between occupations differ in 
importance by 1, on average

Important role of on-the-job training
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Conclusion

• Large % of workers will be affected by greening

• Green Rival vs. Green – Differences relatively small

• Re-training can mostly happen on-the-job

Green economy has large potential for short-run 
growth, if job transitions are strategically managed. 


